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I would like to respond in support of Allen Lockington’s letter on Sunday, April 21, 2013 
regarding Pacific Sun’s services to Rotuma.

I am an Australian citizen living with my Rotuman husband and family in Rotuma for the 
past 10 months. As a foreigner I understand there are cultural differences one needs to 
adapt to when living in a foreign country but when it comes to dealing with an 
established business one expects to receive the service they’re paying for.
The amount of times flights to Rotuma have been cancelled, delayed, rescheduled (or 
not!) is unlike anything I’ve ever experienced. The amount of hours I have spent on the 
phone with Pacific Sun representatives trying to clarify what is going on with cancelled 
flights, wanting to book flights for relatives coming from Australia and being told the 
flights are full, then finding out there were only 2-4 passengers on the arriving flight for 
that date. Passengers being removed from flights for no satisfying reason, or being 
removed from a flight for being “too heavy”.

In one particular incident, a friend from Australia was coming to visit us in Rotuma for 
one week. She had planned and paid for this short trip months in advance, knowing that 
her work schedule could only allow her one week stay considering there was only one 
flight a week to Rotuma. She arrived in Nadi (after a Red eye flight from Brisbane) on 
the Friday morning to get the 7am flight to Rotuma, and was told the flight was 
cancelled “Due to weather conditions”. She had to pay for her own accommodation in 
Nadi while waiting for the flight to be rescheduled. She (and myself) had to continuously 
chase Pacific Sun for details on when the flight will be leaving, as no one from the 
company bothered to update her with what is going on.
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